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Abstract: Seasonal items have limited sale period, after it they became useless or completely deteriorated. In view of this, inventory Managers needs to makes a decision policy that attracts the costumers to buy more and sell the entire stock at the end of sale season. Management can change the strategy as reduce the selling price to generate excess demand for limited time duration. This paper aims to develop a continuous inventory model by changing the selling price of seasonal items. We maximized the profit by reducing price for stock dependent price sensitive demand and have shown that the profit function is concave and the model illustrated with numerical example followed by simulation study.
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Abstract: In this paper we characterize the integrability and introduce an explicit expression of first integral then consequently
the non-existence of periodic orbits of the 2-dimensional differential systems of the form

\[
\begin{align*}
x' &= (P_n(x,y))^a + x (R_m(x,y))^b, \\
y' &= (Q_n(x,y))^a + y (R_m(x,y))^b,
\end{align*}
\]

where \(n, m\) are positive integers, \(a, b \in \mathbb{Q}\) and \(P_n(x,y), Q_n(x,y), R_m(x,y)\) are homogeneous polynomials of degree \(n, n, m\) respectively. Concrete examples exhibiting the applicability of our result is introduced.
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